
Anata
Introduction
One could hardly call Anata a “village” today, as the Occupation’s policies and measures over
the years have stripped Anata of its rural features and way of life, transforming it into
something akin to a refugee camp: overcrowded, plagued by haphazard construction and
overlapping with Shuafat Refugee Camp. The gradual alteration of Anata’s architecture and
organization has occurred in the absence of any structural regulations, culminating in the
present-day landscape, one characterized by unregulated urban expansion, overcrowding and
the presence of the Israeli Annexation and Expansion Wall and mostly devoid of its historical
buildings and any traces thereof.



Location and Area
Anata sits five kilometers northeast of the Old City of Jerusalem and is the largest village in
terms of land area prior to its occupation, at over 30,700 donums, or up to 32,000 donums1

according to some sources. It borders Hizma to the north, al-Issawiyah to the south, the2

al-Kaabnah territory and Nabi Musa to the east and Shuafat to the west.

The populated areas of Anata today are classified into three categories: Area B (about 900
donums), Area C (about 30,000 donums), and an area that falls under the jurisdiction of the
Occupation Municipality in Jerusalem, which encompasses most of the Ras Shehadeh, Ras
al-Kharroub and Dahiyat al-Salam neighborhoods (875 donums).3 4

Origin and History
According to Nasser al-Din Abu Khdeir, the name Anata derives from that of the Canaanite
goddess of war Anat. It is believed that Anata has kept its name since the era of the5

Canaanites, Palestine’s earliest civilization, with origins in the ancient village of Anatot, named
as a plural form of Anat. Anata is also a historical Roman-era site, known then as Anathoth.6

Population
The original clans of Anata mostly descend from sheikhs of the Rifai Sufi order, and they are the
Salameh, Abd al-Latif and al-Rifai clans.7

The Anata Municipality estimates the number of residents throughout its neighborhoods and
administrative zones at nearly 25,000 Palestinians, most of them from families that arrived in8

one of the multiple waves of immigration into the town, owing especially to overcrowding in the
adjacent Shuafat refugee camp, established in the 1960s.

8 See note 2.
7 According to Taha Numan al-Rifai, head of the Anata Village Council, during a tour of Anata. January 1, 2020.
6 See note 1.

5 Abu Khdeir, Nasser al-Din. “The Names of the Villages of Jerusalem, a Linguistic Study Approach.” The united Arab universities
literature magazine, n.d. https://doi.org/http://www.babelwad.com/ar/jerusalem-villages-names.

4 See note 2.
3 Hulwa, Zakariyah Ayesh. Interview with Mayor of Anata Zakariyah Ayesh Hulwa, April 23, 2018.

2 UN-Habitat, and Arab Thought Forum. “Grassroots Mobilization towards Improved Emergency Responsiveness and Slum Upgrading
in East Jerusalem: Anata.” April 2016. UN-Habitat's new project targets Palestinian Communities in East Jerusalem.

1 Al-Dabbagh, Mustafa Murad. Biladuna Filastin (Our Homeland, Palestine). Accessed on Palestine Remembered:
http://www.palestineremembered.com/Articles/Biladuna-Filisteen/Story25803.html.
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Yet local estimates indicate that the actual number may exceed 100,000 Palestinians, the
reason for the discrepancy between the two figures being that some Palestinians who carry
Israeli “residency” cards (Jerusalem ID) and live in areas behind the Wall (on the Palestinian
Authority side, so to speak) tend to avoid disclosure to the Palestinian Bureau of Statistics, in
fear that their residency may be annulled (see the article on the stipulations required for Israeli
residency in Jerusalem). Census officials are therefore unable to issue accurate figures on such
areas.9

Social and Economic Context
Up until the mid-20th century, prior to the urban expansion imposed by the large population
numbers and influx of new residents to the village, and preceding land seizures by the
Occupation authorities, families resided in adjacent houses in the center of Anata.

Anata relied on farming and livestock agriculture. The main crops cultivated in the village were
grains and legumes like wheat, barley, lentils and Palestine vetch, which the villagers depended
on for food and fodder. They also cultivated fruits and vegetables, including tomato, cucumber
and zucchini. Most crops were grown in the famed Marj al-Anati plain. Agriculture remained10

central to Anata’s economy until the late-1980s, having suffered increased constriction by Israeli
policies as well as urban expansion. It has all but disappeared, save for some privately
homegrown crops.

Aside from work in agriculture, some villagers worked in quarries and sold stone in the city of
Jerusalem. The quarries were central to the village and even attracted workers from outside of
Anata.11

The main water supply of the village came from two natural springs, Ein Fara and Ein al-Fawwar.
A cistern was built in the village to provide water to the rest of the Jerusalem area, and the12

12 Al-Rifai, Yazeed, and Yasser, Dima. “Al-Tahawwulat al-Umraniyah wal-Ijtima'iyah Bayna Iqsaa' wa-Hadranat al-Reef.” (“Architectural
and Social Transformations: Rural exclusion and urbanization”) RosaLuxemburg.ps Center for Development Studies, Birzeit
University, 2016. وبیـرزیتعناتـاحالــتيدراسـةالـریفوحضرنةاقصــاءبینواالجتماعیةالعمرانیةالتحوالت .

11 Salameh, Fairouz and Salameh, Saleh. Interview with Anata native Saleh Issa Salameh (72 years old), conducted by Fayrouz
Salameh for her Birzeit University graduation research thesis.

10 Salameh, Fairouz and Salameh, Munira. Interview with Anata native Munira Abdullah Omar Salameh, conducted by Fayrouz
Salameh for her Birzeit University graduation research thesis.

9 “Anata... Balda Maqdisiyyah Kharij Al-Quds.” AlJazeera.net. March 18, 2019. https://bit.ly/2EM3m7O.

http://www.rosaluxemburg.ps/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/boook-A1.pdf
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village itself gradually expanded towards its vicinity. People also built wells at their homes,
most notably, Bir al-Rasas and Bir Arak, used by the entire community.

Landmarks
Historical Houses

There are some historical houses in the center of Anata, some of which were restored by Riwaq
Center for Architectural Conservation between 2011 and 2015, though most were demolished
and replaced with new buildings. It is said that out of the 50 original historical houses, only 25
remain today.13

Shrines

Ethnographer Taufik Canaan documented seven maqams (shrines, sanctuaries or tombs)
dedicated to saints in Anata, three of them within the village itself, one in the village cemetery
(Maqam al-Sheikh Zeid), and the remaining four, outside Anata’s boundaries. The following14 15

are some of the maqams that are noted in literature or oral history.

Maqam al-Sheikh Abd al-salam al-Rafai can be spotted on the hill facing the eastern entrance
to Anata. The sheikh was of the Rifai Sufi order, and he is regarded as the village forefather,
known by the people as Abu Anata (father of Anata), and said to be Abd al-Salam ibn16

al-Sayyed al-Amir Mohammad Karaja, emir of al-Sham, who came to Palestine during the
Ottoman era upon being granted feudal tenure over Anata, 33,000 donums at the time, as
reward for his knowledge and piety. Al-Rifai resided in Anata’s Khirbat Almit and had two sons
in his lifetime, one of whom was named Suleiman, the forebear of the Anata clans.

Maqam al-Sheikh Zeid was noted by Taufik Canaan as one with a taqa (niche) in the wall, where
a siraj (lamp) is placed and customarily lit by the villagers to invoke the saint.17

17 Canaan, Mohammedan Saints, 27.
16 Al-Issa, Osama. “Abu Anata, al-Sheikh Abd al-Salam al-Rifai.” Al-Rawwya, August 2, 2011. الرفاعيالسالمعبدالشیخعناتا،أبو .
15 Ibid, 8. 

14 Canaan, Taufik. Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine. (Reprinted from The Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society.),
8. London, 1927. 

13 According to an employee of Hoash al-Rifai during a tour of Anata. January 25, 2020.

http://alrawwya.blogspot.com/2011/08/blog-post_9712.html


Maqam al-Sheikh Saleh is distinguished by a msalleyeh, an elevated prayer surface topped with
smooth flat stone.18

Maqam al-Sheikh al-Sidri is located in a cave at the edge of the village and is noted for not
containing a tomb.19

There are several mosques in the town today, the main one being Khaled ibn al-Walid Mosque
in the center of the village, in addition to al-Rahma, Bilal bin Rabah, al-Shuhada, and Ummahat
al-Mu’minin mosques.20

Khirbahs (ancient village ruins)

There are a few Khirbahs at the peripheries of Anata, including Khirbat Kaakoul on the western
edge, Khirbat Deir al-Assad in the east and Khirbat Almit, over 1.5 km northeast of Anata.21

Natural Springs

Anata is situated on the route leading to the Jordan valley and the site of Jesus Christ’s
baptism. Part of the Wadi al-Qelt valley also runs through it. There are several caves within
Anata’s boundaries, which were used as shelter for monks in the Byzantine period, in addition
to a few monasteries along the pilgrimage route to Jerusalem.

Ein al-Fawwar spring in northeastern Anata, previously mentioned as its main source of water22

is located six kilometers away from Ein Fara. Ein al-Fawwar is a tributary of Wadi al-Qelt, among
the most prominent valleys in the eastern region of Jerusalem. The spring’s name, which loosely
translates to “the effervescent spring,” derives from its tendency to bubble up to the surface
intermittently. It gathers in an old stone pool, recedes back into the earth, then bubbles up
again every 10 to15 minutes. Many folk tales surround this phenomenon, including one about
two demons battling in the spring; when the good demon wins, the water rises, and when the
evil one wins, it recedes back down.

22 Ibid.
21 See note 1.
20 Institute of applied research - Jerusalem (ARIJ).  “Anata Town Profile.” Jerusalem, 2012.  دلیلبلدةعناتا .
19 Ibid, 22.
18 Ibid, 18.

http://vprofile.arij.org/jerusalem/ar/pdfs/vprofile/Anata_Ar.pdf


The Israeli Nature and Parks Authority has controlled the spring and the Wadi al-Qelt trail since
1967 and has thus been in control of visitor access, for which they charge entry fees. The people
of Anata have therefore been deprived of the most significant natural landmarks on their land,
which they used to access unhindered on a daily basis.

History of Resistance
As did all Palestinian villages, Anata took part in the resistance against British colonization and
the Zionist movement. One of the central battles in the 1948 war, to which the people of Anata
contributed, was the battle of Shuafat on March 24, 1948.23 24

In the Naksa of 1967, the people of Anata fled to nearby caves in Ein Fara and the Khirbahs of
Deir al-Asad and Almit, spending a few nights there before returning to their village. The25

Jordanian army stationed a brigade in the area of Tal al-Fheidat in the center of Anata.

On fleeing to the caves, Nawal Salameh recalls: “we went to Umm al-Daraj cave near Ein Fara,
between Anata and Hizma, where the Israeli Anatot military camp is now located. There was a
Jordanian tank in the middle of the village, and we heard the sounds of shells exploding near
Jerusalem and airplanes flying overhead without knowing what was happening, but people were
saying that everything in Anata had been destroyed. When the war subsided six days later, we
returned, and the Israeli army was in [Anata]. Meanwhile, half of the residents had fled to
Jordan by then, and we left a month later to live with my father in al-Aqaba. We rode a Yassini
company bus, and my grandfather refused to join us. Leaning on his cane, he followed the bus
and threatened my grandmother were she to leave. We stayed in Jordan for five years then
returned to Anata.”26

More recently, a well-known resistance figure from Anata is Mahmoud Issa. He participated in
the capture of a sergeant in the Occupation army, Nissim Toledano, near Lydd in January 1992.
Issa’s cell, which was affiliated with Hamas, demanded the release of sheikh Ahmad Yassin,
then imprisoned by the Occupation authorities, in return for the release of Toledano. The

26 Nubani, Yamen. “Kuhouf Al-Naksa... Hikayat Al-Wiladah Wal-Khawf” (“Caves of the Naksa: Stories of Birth and Fear”) Palestine
News & Info Agency WAFA, June 2, 2015. https://bit.ly/2XoZQqE.

25 See note 10.

24 Al-Aref, Aref, and Khalidi, Walid. Al-Nakbah: Nakbat Bayt Al-Maqdis Wa-Al-Firdaws Al-Mafqūd 1947-1949 (The Nakba of Jerusalem
and the Lost Paradise 1947-1949.) Beirut: Institute for Palestine Studies, 2013.

23 See our Shuafat village profile for details on the battle.

https://bit.ly/2XoZQqE


Occupation authorities rejected the demand, and the cell members killed the Israeli soldier
and dumped his body on the Jerusalem-Jericho Road. The Occupation then launched a mass
arrest campaign, and one of those arrested was Mahmoud Issa; he was sentenced to three life
sentences and an additional 46 years.27

Colonization
Anata is a prominent illustration of a transformed way of life as a direct result of the
Occupation’s colonialist policies. These policies, manifested in colonies, bypass roads, the
Annexation and Expansion Wall and so-called “national parks,” have deprived Anata of 80% of
its land, having once been the largest Jerusalem village according to 1947 administrative
demarcations.

Due to land confiscations and the choking encirclement of Anata, its residential areas have
been confined. To endure Israeli policies while also adapting to natural population growth and
the influx of outsiders, haphazard construction has overwhelmed the village, and the general
tendency veered towards vertical rather than horizontal expansion. The policies have isolated
the village from the Old City of occupied Jerusalem, its economic heart and service hub.28

While the village historically owned expansive lands, what it actually owns today according to
structural plans does not exceed 957 donums, following the confiscation of village land for the29

construction of the Annexation and Expansion Wall, colonies, and Israeli military bases.

Colonies

The colonies have engulfed a total of 2,600 donums of village land: Almon (Anatot) colony,
established in 1983, seized 78 donums; Kfar Adumim colony, established in 1969, seized 820
donums; Alon colony, established in 1990, seized 328 donums; And Nofei Prat colony,
established in 1992, seized 717 donums.30

30 See note 21.
29 See note 3.
28 See note 12.

27 Sadiq, Mirvat. “Al-Maqdisi Mahmoud Issa... Akhtar Al-Asra Fi al-Azl al-Infiradi” (“The Jerusalemite Mahmoud Issa: the Most
Dangerous of Prisoners in Solitary Confinement.”) AlJazeera.net. Al Jazeera, April 17, 2016. https://bit.ly/2DkReKz.
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Colonial roads

Colonial roads cut through Anata and fragment it in order to connect the colonies built on its
land with other neighboring colonies.

The most prominent of these roads is Highway 1, established in the late 1980s, and a part of
which crosses the southern side of Anata, cutting it off from al-Issawiyah. This part of the road
is known as Jericho Road, an extension of Highway 1 that connects Jerusalem to the Palestinian
coast, or to Tel Aviv colony. The construction of Jericho Road cuts Palestine in half horizontally,
connecting the coast in the west, Jerusalem in the center and the Jordan Valley region in the
east.31

The decision to construct colonial Road 70 (Eastern Ring Road) was issued in 1996. It runs
across Anata’s eastern entrance for 1,500 meters and connects the two colonies of Anatot and
Alon to the colonies within Jerusalem proper.32

Road 70 connects to Highway 60 at the Anata junction at its northeastern entrance. These33

roads are stark manifestations of the colonial infrastructure that vies to connect all the
colonies of the outskirts of Jerusalem to those in the heart of the city.

Anatot Military Camp

The Occupation army maintains a camp near Almon colony, which had previously served as the
detention center of Anata prison before its closure in 1990. The Occupation authorities seized34

over 1,300 donums of Anata for the establishment of this camp.35

The Annexation and Expansion Wall

With the completion of the Wall in 2007, Anata was surrounded on its northern, southern and
western sides, while its connection to Palestinian towns and villages was restricted to narrow

35 See note 21.

34 Hamdan, Mohammad. “Mustawtanat Anatot” (“Anatot Settlement”). Mudawwinat Filastin - Palestine blog, January 28, 2017.
https://bit.ly/2D5wxlt.

33 According to an interview with Hussein Daoud, former coordinator of Anata Land Defense Committee of the Anata Village Council,
conducted by Grassroots Jerusalem Staff on September 24, 2020.

32 According to an interview with Mohammad Issa Salameh, coordinator of Anata Land Defense Committee of the Anata Village
Council, conducted by Grassroots Jerusalem staff on September 21, 2020.

31 Ibid.

https://bit.ly/2D5wxlt


entrances in the east. The Wall cuts through 20 kilometers of Anata, isolating nearly 12,000
donums of its agricultural areas and depriving farmers of their freedom of movement and
access to their lands. They are only permitted to access their land during harvest seasons upon
coordination with the Occupation authorities and through military gates installed for that sole
purpose.36

Epilogue
Anata is among the most crowded areas of Jerusalem due to internal migration spurred by
several factors, including the influx of workers to the town because of its location between the
north and the south of the West Bank, providing a source for employment and various income
opportunities. After the construction of the Wall and the isolation of Jerusalem, many
Jerusalemite families (who carry Israeli-issued IDs) moved to the areas in Anata controlled by
the Occupation Municipality (Dahiyat al-Salam for example), owing to elevated rent rates in
other areas of Jerusalem and for the purpose of preserving their IDs.

As overcrowding is commonly accompanied by vibrant commercial activity, over the last three
decades, Anata has transformed from a rural Jerusalem setting into a bustling commercial and
industrial center, in addition to being home to some quarries. Meanwhile, agricultural activity
has become severely limited. Most of the town residents work in nearby colonies or commercial
businesses in the village, like stores and car repair garages, or as government employees with
the Palestinian Authority.

The village is far from lacking local and youth initiatives, which seek to contribute to the
vitalization of Anata culturally and socially. Most notably, the Anata Cultural Center, established
in 2008, aims to revive the town’s heritage and aid its families culturally, socially and
economically, with a focus on the youth and women’s affairs sectors.37

37 See note 13.
36 Ibid.


